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Performance analysis!
and optimization!

Autotuning!

Algorithm design!

Hardware design!

OS, runtimes, etc. !
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What is performance modeling?

A performance model is a (relatively 
concise) parameterized 
representation of some aspect of an 
application’s runtime behavior, e.g., 
CPU/memory utilization, execution 
time, energy, ...

Performance!
Modeling!
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Why model performance?

² Provide insightful information about an 
application’s behavior to aid software 
and/or hardware development

² Help identify bottlenecks and potential 
optimization opportunities

² Share and reuse performance 
knowledge
v Among humans
v Throughout the software stack

² Improve code generation & autotuning

Performance!
Modeling!
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Example questions (that can be mostly answered today)

² Q: Which portions of the application are 
memory-bound or compute-bound (e.g., use 
Roofline)? 

² Q: Would overall performance improve if some 
metric (e.g., cache misses) changes as result 
of tuning?

² Q: What are the optimal hardware-specific 
parameter values for a specific algorithm? 
How would optimizing them affect the rest of 
the application?
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Questions that cannot be answered today (in general)

² Q: How do I configure dynamic runtime X to optimize 
performance application instance Y on architecture Z?

² Q: Which algorithm is best for this architecture?
² Q: Should I autotune the implementation (and how?) or 

design a new algorithm?
² Q: What is the optimal balance of recomputation and 

memory use for some computation on a given 
architecture?

² Questions related to memory mapping/contention 
resulting from parallelization strategy.
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How are models created?

² Manually – through understanding of the algorithm, its 
implementation, and the underlying hardware
v  Labor-intensive, potentially inaccurate, but concise and cheap to 

evaluate

² Automatically
v  Dynamic: execution profiling or tracing

•  Computationally expensive, non-general, but relatively easy to 
create models (using statistical/ML techniques)

v  Static: Source or object code analysis
•  Difficult to implement, not universally applicable, but cheap to 

evaluate and reusable for different architectures and application 
instances



Building models through static code analysis

² Advantages:
v  Does not require resource-intensive and time-consuming experiments
v  A single model can potentially be mapped to multiple architectures 
v  Can produce metrics at different granularities (statements, basic 

blocks, functions, memory objects, ...)

² Disadvantages:
v  Cannot capture (many) dynamic behaviors
v  Implementation complexity
v  Defining architecture abstractions can be tricky
v  Mixing languages, programming models, ...
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Who would use static models?

² In task-parallel systems, having cost models for tasks can aid 
scheduling (same for job-level scheduling)

² Compilers and autotuners can make optimization decisions 
based on different objectives (memory-related, time, power, 
etc.)

² Developers can use instruction-based metrics to derive 
values of interest, e.g., arithmetic intensity for Roofline
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Example: Simple GPU model based on static analysis

² Represent execution time as proportional to executed instructions:

² Occupancy optimization:

² The instruction counts are obtained through static analysis of PTX.
Robert V. Lim, Boyana Norris, and Allen D. Malony, “Autotuning GPU Kernels via Static and 
Predictive Analysis”, ICPP’17.!

where cf, cm, and cr are coefficients that represent the reciprocal of number of 
instructions that can execute in a cycle.!

where G(·) calculates the maximum allocable blocks for 
each streaming multiprocessor, and ψ = {ψW,ψR,ψS} 
denotes warps, registers, and shared memory.  !
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NVIDIA GPU autotuning example: AT (A x) 
Autotuning without a model:!
Search space size: 5,120!
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GPU example: AT (A x) – model-based tuning 
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Search space size reduced !
by a factor of 8 to 640.!



Similarly, for Intel x86

² Static source and binary analysis to extract metrics
v  For example, for Roofline analysis
v  Upper and lower bounds for kernels or whole applications

² What is needed for creating models: 
v  Simple instruction counts, taking into account control flow
v  Memory model (current reuse-distance-based approaches, but 

need more)
v  Architecture abstractions

Kewen Meng and Boyana Norris, “Mira: A Framework for Static Performance Analysis,” CLUSTER’17.!
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x86 example basic instruction counts for a specific execution 
scenario



Example “model” fragment
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Model generation and use challenges

² The need to “discover” known, but hidden information, e.g., 
runtime scheduling strategies, routing algorithms, etc.

² Balance between automation and ability to accept user input
² Tradeoffs between models’ generality and accuracy
² Combining static and dynamic approaches meaningfully and 

accurately
²  ...
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Looking ahead

² Decades of modeling approaches and expertise can be 
harnessed to help with new challenges
v  Making performance-relevant data for new architectural 

features available (too much effort spent in micro-benchmark 
design and implementation)

v  How should models generated through different means be 
composed?

² Modeling contention
² Don’t throw away knowledge – can prior knowledge be 

applied on new (similar) codes and systems?
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